checkra1n on Linux nearing release, Apple TV DFU helper coming too

Despite being a closed ecosystem, iDevice users enjoy an advanced level of control over the OS through jailbreaking. But, not many opt for it because the Cupertino tech giant denies warranty claims for jailbroken gadgets.

Moreover, one has to choose the jailbreaking tool so carefully that an incompatible selection will make your iPhone/iPad a fiasco. Owing to the frequent vulnerability fixes released by Apple, we can't use a single tool for every iOS iteration.

Jony Ive is no longer on Apple's leadership page

His new firm is called LoveForm, which sounds an awful lot like LoveFilm - right down to the fact that both will score you 16 in a Scrabble match, assuming you're competing without someone that plays fast and loose with the 'no brand names' rule. That's where the similarities end though: it's more focused on design than posting DVDs to people.
Unlike most people starting their own business, Ive won't have to hustle for new clients right away. Apple led the press release announcing Ive’s exit by saying it would be one of LoveForm's clients, which is kind of like writing a blank cheque. But, hey, if anybody can write a blank cheque and not worry about the consequences then it's Cook & Co.

- **Security firm Prosegur hit by Windows Ryuk ransomware** [5]

Well-known British security researcher Kevin Beaumont was one of the first to point to a statement on on the Spain-based company's website in which it said that there had been "a security information incident on its telecommunications platforms".

Prosegur is the largest security firm in Spain and listed on Madrid Stock Exchange in 1987.
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